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What
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future look like?
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The analysis work

– Workgroup established in late 2019 

by Mayor Jan Vapaavuori

– In the beginning, we had two questions in 

mind: what kind of changes can we expect, 

and how should we prepare the City’s strategy

accordingly?

– We believe the findings of the

Helsinki analysis will lead to a better

understanding and reinforce the ability to 

also develop future transport in 

other Cities
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18experts in the workgroup

12 months of work

3
future scenarios

6
recommendations

1
key conclusion



Traffic in Helsinki today

of children travel to 
school

independently

2018

80 %

trips per bike per day -
highest usage of city 

bikes in Europe 
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pedestrians
died in traffic

accidents

2019

0

public transport trips
per day
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by walking, public

transport or
cycling
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phones

HSL
mobile ticket

app downloaded to



Driving forces of the future
There are a large number of global driving forces that will also

influence the transport operations in Helsinki. 
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Urbanisation Electrification

and automation

of  traffic

Limited resources

(money, space, 

expertise) 

Climate change

Servicification IndividualisationDigitalisation



Three essential megatrends
The analysis was structured around three significant and high-probability 

megatrends that will affect future traffic of Helsinki.
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→ policies and measures lead to rapid 

electrification or other carbon-neutral 

modes of transport

→ extreme weather phenomena affects 

operational reliability

→ temperate winters enable 

year-round cycling

→ climate refugees may increase 

city’s growth

→ less blue-collar jobs, more knowledge 

and service jobs

→ work becomes irregular and independent 

of location 

→ planning public transport becomes more 

difficult and dynamic: shift from 

predictable commuter traffic to 

recreational trips and on-demand 

operations

→ increase in City population and traffic

→ public transport efficient due to larger 

population

→ high demand for city street space

→ risk of accidents increase - more cyclists, 

pedestrians, and seniors

→ demand for accessibility and availability

Climate change and 

electrification of traffic

Change of work Urbanisation and 

aging population

1. 2. 3.



Future scenarios
of Helsinki

– The scenario work was done by first

introducing default variables – the three

megatrends that have a high-probability

of impacting Helsinki transportation

– The next stage introduced combinations of 

three additional variables – the direction and 

magnitude of which remain uncertain
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Data

the openness and ownership of data

Servicification

the use of mobility services and 

ownership of vehicles

Automation

the level of transport automation 



Integrated
Market-Driven
City transport driven by global

companies, based on automation
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Scenario 1:

– digitalisation and transport service

market dominated by a handful of 

mega-corporations

– automated mobility services; 

less private vehicles

– business interests lead the development; modular

standard solutions everywhere
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Private Economy
Transportation based on 

privately-owned autonomous vehicles
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Scenario 2:

– autonomous cars resulting in high-level service

– user data owned by car manufacturers; no extensive

use for optimising the transport system

– segregation of service levels; less public transport 

demand

– increase in parking space demand
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Open & Shared
Local service providers operating based

on open data
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Scenario 3:

– autonomous self-driving vehicles have not met

safety standards

– public transport popular and highly-automated

– data is open and freely available

– open service ecosystem utilised

especially by local companies
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What did we learn?

– The study identified effective methods to help the City adapt to 

future transport system changes

– Based on impact assessments of megatrends and phenomena 

identified in the scenarios, we have offered 6 conclusive 

recommendations for future operational models

– The impacts have been assessed relative to the goals set by:

– UN’s sustainable development agenda

– the City Strategy

– the region’s long-term land use and transport 

system plans

– both the City’s local and national 

development programme targets
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Recommendations for operational models

The City should facilitate an open 

market-driven model between

companies and avoid the creation of 

monopolies.

Steering the City’s growth

towards a network-like multi-centred

urban structure supports the sustainable

development goals. 

Financial steering affects the

choices of consumers and 

businesses and helps decrease the negative

external impacts of traffic

The City should maintain control over

street space to enable flexible and 

efficient use.

The City should take an active role

in the ecosystem of transport as a 

collector, refiner and distributor of 

raw transport data.

We need transparent decision-making, 

public engagement, and constant

interaction with market operators (also on 

international level).

Impacts on a 

sustainable city

Helsinki pro market Need for 

financial steering

Urban space

for everyone

Added value 

from data

Open society

and participatory

operational culture

0201 03
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What does her
future look like?

The role of the city shifts from being a 

sustainable street and road network

builder, to also being

the designer of an open ecosystem that

enables joint public and 

private transport innovation development.
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A paradigm shift was the starting point

for the analysis. It is also the outcome.



From a builder
of city infrastructure
to the designer of an

urban traffic ecosystem
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Join the change!

Today is the time to talk about tomorrow. 

We want to open up a dialogue to 

help stimulate a new way of thinking where

private and public sectors can work together to 

create the best possible

future scenario for urban

transport.

Share your thoughts with:

#HelsinkiMovement
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